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ABSTRACT
Graphical relationships among web pages have been lever-
aged as sources of information in methods for ranking search
results. To date, specific graphical properties have been used
in these analyses. We introduce web projections, a method-
ology that generalizes prior efforts on exploiting graphical
relationships of the web in several ways. With the approach,
we create subgraphs by projecting sets of pages and domains
onto the larger web graph, and then use machine learning to
construct predictive models that consider graphical proper-
ties as evidence. We describe the method and present exper-
iments that illustrate the construction of predictive models
of search result quality and user query reformulation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Informa-
tion Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and
Retrieval

General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation.

Keywords: web graph, web search, web projection, con-
textual subgraph, query reformulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval methods have traditionally consid-

ered documents as independent. A key insight coming to the
fore with the pursuit of effective web search is that inferences
about relevance can be enhanced by considering the hyper-
link relationships among documents [13, 21]. We present a
methodology we refer to as web projections that centers on
the creation and the use of graphical properties of subgraphs
of the web. With the approach, we project a set of web pages
of interest, such as the results generated by a search engine
for queries, on the larger web graph to extract a subgraph,
which we call the web projection graph. We then identify and
exploit graph-centric properties of this subgraph for a vari-
ety of search-related tasks. The method can be viewed as
a general approach of using context-sensitive collections of
web pages to define and focus attention on relevant subsets
of the web graph, and then using graph-theoretic features
within this subgraph as input to statistical models that can
provide predictions about content, relevance, and user be-
havior.
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Figure 1: Web projection methodology. Given a
query and respective search results, a query projec-
tion graph is generated and graph-theoretic features
are then used for building predictive models.

We highlight in this paper the use of the subgraphs for
analyzing search result quality and for predicting user be-
havior in reformulating queries. Specifically, we investigate
the following questions:

• How do query search results project onto the under-
lying web graph?

• What can we say about the quality of search results,
given the properties of their projection on the web graph?

• Can we predict the difficulty of the query given the
projection graph?

• Can we predict users’ behaviors with issuing and
reformulating queries given the query projection graph?

• How do query reformulations reflect on the projec-
tion graphs?

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce web projections and explain the methodology
and the attributes used to model query projection graphs.
In Section 3, we describe the data used in our studies. We
then describe applications of our approach to predict the
quality of sets of search results (Section 4), and to model
user behavior when reformulating queries (Section 5). In
Section 6, we compare our work to prior research. Finally,
we summarize and conclude in Section 7.
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(a) Projection graph (b) Connection graph

Figure 2: Query projection graph and query connec-
tion graph for the top 20 results of the query Yahoo

search engine projected on the URL graph.

2. QUERY PROJECTIONS
We begin by describing the main steps with building web

projections and then provide formal definitions of the key
components. Figure 1 shows the basic steps of applying the
method to analyze search results. We start with a query and
a set of results for the query, generated by some procedure,
typically via the use of a preexisting search engine (a). We
project the search results on the web graph (b), by finding
the search results (square nodes) in the larger web graph and
then inducing a subgraph based on these identified nodes (c).
We name the induced subgraph the query projection graph.

Given the typical distances among search results, the query
projection graph often contains disconnected components.
We connect the nodes of query projection graph to create a
query connection graph (d). The disconnected components
of the query projection graph are connected by identifying
web pages that join the components via shortest paths. The
connection nodes that are introduced during the connecting
of the projection graph (circular nodes in Fig. 1) are not
drawn from the search result set.

Given the query projection graph and query connection
graph we generate a set of evidential features describing the
topology of the graph for use in the creation of predictive
models via machine learning (e). We provide details about
sample topological features in Section 2.2. Finally, we build
a case library from a consideration of the topological prop-
erties for multiple queries for different outcomes (e.g., high-
quality versus low-quality sets of results), and use the case li-
brary of graph-theoretic relationships and outcomes to train
models that can make predictions about the outcomes. We
shall focus in this paper on the tasks that harness graphical
properties of web projections generated from sets of results.
Two such tasks are the construction of statistical models for
predicting quality of a set of search results and modeling
user behavior in reformulating queries. As we shall discuss
later, there are also opportunities to use the web projection
approach to assist with the ranking of individual search re-
sults. In such applications, properties and relationships of
single results to the subset of pages in the query projection
are of interest.

Figure 2 shows an example of a query projection graph
and query connection graph for the query Yahoo search en-

gine. Square nodes represent web pages and directed edges
represent hyperlinks. Circular nodes represent connection
nodes. The number in each square represents the rank of
the search result in the list returned by a search engine.
The color (monochromatic shade) of the node indicates a
human-evaluated relevance score of the result to the query.
The most relevant results are colored dark (red), the next
most relevant orange, then yellow, green, blue and purple.
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(a) Projection graph (b) Connection graph

Figure 3: Query projection graph and query connec-
tion graph for the top 20 results of the query Subaru

projected on the domain graph. Notice that projec-
tion on the domain graph is denser than projection
on the URL graph (figure 2).

Figure 3 shows the projection of results for the query Subaru

onto the domain graph rather than the URL graph. For both
projections, the most relevant nodes (colored dark) appear
in central locations in the graph and are pointed at by other
search results. In contrast, the least relevant nodes (colored
bright) are usually not as well connected, often requiring
connection nodes to join them to the subgraph.

2.1 Query projection and connection graphs
We now present formal definitions of query projection

graph and query connection graph. Consider a directed web
graph G(N, E) with node set N and directed edge set E,
and a given set of search results S. First, we project the re-
sults on the web graph G to obtain a set of projection nodes

Np, where Np = S ∩ N . Note that, ideally, we would like
Np = S but since the coverage of the web graph may not
be complete, some search results may not be found in the
graph. Thus, in general, Np ⊆ S. We define:

• Query projection graph is a subgraph Gp(Np, Ep)
of G induced on Np nodes, i.e., edge set Ep = {(u, v) ∈
E; u ∈ Np ∧ v ∈ Np}

• Query connection graph is a subgraph Gc(Nc, Ec)
of G induced on Nc nodes, where Nc = Np ∪ C, i.e.
edge set Ec = {(u, v) ∈ E; u ∈ Nc ∧ v ∈ Nc}. Set C
is a set of connection nodes, i.e., minimal set of nodes
that makes graph Gp connected.

Note that finding the minimal set of connection nodes C
is NP-hard, since the problem of finding a Steiner tree [11]
reduces to this problem. In our experiments, we used a
heuristic policy to find the set C, i.e., to connect the compo-
nents of Gp. We found that the heuristic policy was reliable
and performed well on the datasets that we considered. The
policy is as follows:

Let Di denote the node sets of connected components of
Gp ordered by decreasing size (|Di| ≥ |Di+1|). We connect
each component via the shortest path to the largest compo-
nent and continue until all components are connected. More
precisely, we start with D2 and connect it via a shortest path
on nodes C2 to D1. This creates a new largest component
D12 = D1 ∪ C2 ∪ D2. Now, we proceed and connect D3 to
D12 via shortest path C3, creating D123 = D12 ∪ C3 ∪ D3,
and so on until all components are connected. A set of con-

nection nodes C is then C = ∪Ci. We define a shortest path
between the sets of nodes U and V as the shortest undirected

path over all pairs of nodes (u, v), u ∈ U, v ∈ V .



GF-PROJ: query projection graph (Gp) features (12)
GpNodes number of nodes in Gp

GpEdges number of edges in Gp

GpComponents number of connected components
GpGccNodes nodes in largest component
GpGccEdges edges in largest component
GpMxDeg maximal node degree
GpDeg0Nodes number of isolated nodes
GpDeg1Nodes number of degree 1 nodes
GpTriads number of triangles in Gp

GpDensity density of Gp (|Ep|/(|Np|(|Np| − 1)))
GpGccSize size of largest component (|D1|/|Np|)
GpClustering clustering coefficient of Gp

GF-CONN: query connection graph (Gc) features (16)
GcNodes number of nodes in Gc

GcEdges number of edges Gc

GcCNodes number of connector nodes C
GcCEdges number of edges incident to C
GcMxCnDeg maximal connector node C degree
GcMxCnOutDeg maximal connector node C out-degree
GcMxPnDeg max projection node (Np) degree in Gc

GcAvgPnPath mean path length of Np nodes in Gc

GcMxPnPath max path length of Np nodes in Gc

GcAvgPath mean path length of Nc nodes in Gc

GcMxPath max path length of Nc nodes in Gc

GcTriads number of triangles in Gc

GcDensity density of Gc (|Ec|/(|Nc|(|Nc| − 1)))
GcClustering clustering coefficient of Gc

GF-COMB: Combined features (17 features)
DomsToUrls Ratio of domains to urls in result set
Coverage Coverage of the projection (Np/S)
GpGcNodes Node ratio (|Np|/|Nc|)
GpGcEdges Edge ratio (|Ep|/|Ec|)
GpGcAvgPath Path ratio (AvgPnPath/GcAvgPath)
GpGcMxPath Path ratio (MxPnPath/GcMxPath)
F-QUERY: query features (10 features)
QueryChLen number of characters in the query
QueryWrdLen number of query words
QuerySrcRes number of search results
QueryNDoms number of domains in result set
QueryNUrl number of URLs in result set
QueryNRated number of results with human rating

Table 1: Sample features used to represent query
projection, and connection graphs, and the query.

2.2 From graph to evidential features
Given query projection and connection graphs, we seek to

extract a set of features that captures key properties of the
topology of the graphs. In all, we considered 55 features to
describe the characteristics of the projection and connection
graphs, and of the query.

Table 1 presents representative features drawn from the
larger set of attributes that we used in our experiments. The
majority of the features are graphical properties, including
the number of nodes and edges, the number and size of con-
nected subgraphs, etc. See [26] for a review of basic graph-
theoretic concepts and detailed definitions of the features we
use in this work. In one set of experiments, we also consid-
ered non-topological properties derived solely from the text
of the query and results.

We group the evidential features into four classes: Query

projection graph features (GF-PROJ, 12 features) are cal-
culated from the projection graph. These features measure

various aspects of the connectivity of Gp. Similarly, query

connection graph features (GF-CONN, 16 features) are ob-
tained from Gc and aim to capture the relations between
the projection nodes Np in the context of connection nodes
C. We also consider combination features (GF-COMB, 17
features), defined as compositions of features from the other
groups. They largely include various ratios and normaliza-
tions of more atomic features contained in the other cate-
gories. Last, Query features (F-QUERY, 10 features) rep-
resent non-graphical properties of the result set, calculated
from the text of the query and a list of returned search re-
sults, including the number of results and domains in the
result set.

3. GENERATING CASE LIBRARIES
We now present details on constructing libraries of cases

consisting of sets of topological properties that character-
ize the projections of queries onto the web graph. We used
two different representations of the web as a graph. For the
study of relevance, we constructed projections from nearly
30 thousand queries, each with a corresponding set of search
results. Most of the search results were labeled with a
human-assigned relevancy score. For our study of query
reformulations, we employed a set of 42 million query-to-
query transitions with corresponding lists of search results
generated at each step in the search session. For all of the
experiments, the search results were obtained from a state-
of-the-art ranking algorithm which considers a large number
of content features as well as some topological properties on
the web as a whole.

3.1 Web as a graph
We now present the web graphs that provided the sub-

strate for the query-focused projections. We use two vari-
ants of the web graph: a URL graph and a domain graph.

3.1.1 URL graph
URL graphs are the most commonly used representation

of the web as a directed graph. Nodes represent web pages,
and there is a directed edge from node u to node v if there is
a hyperlink from web pages u to web pages v. We created our
web graph based on a sample of 22 million web pages from a
crawl of the web performed in March 2006. We used a sam-
ple of the web considered to be of high quality. We started
crawling from a seed set of popular, high quality web pages
with good reputation. The graph contains 345 million edges
and is well connected; the largest weakly connected compo-
nent contains 21 million nodes, while the second largest has
less than a thousand nodes. The strongly connected compo-
nent is also large, containing 14 million nodes. The second
largest component has 7000 nodes. The graph has diameter
of 8, and node degrees follow a power-law distribution.

For some prediction tasks, we focused on subsets of these
URLs, e.g., those for which we have human relevance judg-
ments. When we project the URLs tagged with relevance
judgments onto this URL graph, results may be missing.
URLs may be absent for several reasons, including the lim-
ited nature of the sample of URLs that we worked with,
changes in pages that are returned and judged over time,
and the volatile nature of dynamically generated pages. For
some tasks, (e.g., predicting the top 20 versus bottom 20
results set, described in detail in Section 4.3), the difference
in coverage alone can be a good predictor of class. As we
wanted to focus more on the graphical properties than on
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(a) URL graph (b) Domain graph

Figure 4: Query projection graph for the top 20
results of the query encyclopedia projected on the
URL and domain graphs.

coverage per se, we normalized the number of projected re-
sults in the graph for the different classes. We did this by
first noting how many URLs for the top 20 results were in
the projection graph, then considering as many results as
needed from the bottom to get the same coverage.

3.1.2 Domain graph
In the domain graph, nodes represent domain names, (e.g,

cmu.edu or microsoft.com), and there is a directed edge
from node u to node v, if there is are web pages inside do-
main u that contain a hyperlink to web pages inside domain
v. It is important to note that nodes in a domain graph are
not arbitrary domains; all sub-domains are collapsed into a
second-level domain name. For example, web pages from
domains cs.cmu.edu, ml.cmu.edu, and lti.cs.cmu.edu are
merged into a single node (domain name) cmu.edu.

We considered a complete domain graph of the web from
February 2006. The graph contains 39 million domain names
and 720 million directed edges. The graph is densely con-
nected, has a diameter of 4, and the largest component con-
tains 99.9% of the nodes. Since this is a complete domain
graph we have no problems with projection coverage. The
domain of every search result in our dataset can be found
in this graph.

Figure 4 shows the differences between projections on
URL and the domain graph when projecting the top 20 re-
sults for the query encyclopedia. Domain graph projections
are usually denser and much better connected than the URL
graph projections. Domain graphs also have better coverage
of the search results, with very few missing nodes.

3.2 Human-rated search results
In one set of experiments, we explored the use of the web-

projection methodology for the task of predicting the qual-
ity of a set of search results. This task requires assessments
of result quality, which we obtained from human judges.
For each query, the top k results from one or more systems
were presented to the judges for evaluation. The quality
of a query-result pair was explicitly labeled by the judges
using a six point scale ranging from “Perfect” to “Bad”.
We note that the labeling was performed over the results
already highly ranked by a web search engine, and thus cor-
responds to a typical user experience. Out of 30,000 total
available queries, we focused our experiments on a set of
13,000 queries with at least 40 rated results, with averages
of 57 results (URLs) and 46 domains per query.

3.3 Query reformulation corpus
In a second set of experiments, we used web projections

to explore patterns of query reformulation. We examined a
sample of query logs captured over a six week period by a

popular web search engine. We obtained query-query tran-
sitions from the logs as described in [23]. For each query
qi, we measured ni, the number of times the query was ob-
served. For a pair of queries (qi, qj), we also measured the
probability of reformulation or transition from query i to j,
pij . If we let nij be the number of times that qi was followed
by qj within a thirty-minute window, then pij = nij/ni is
the probability of qi being followed by qj . And similarly,
probability pi of query qi participating in a transition is de-
fined as pi =

∑
j
nij/ni.

We started with a set of 35 million queries and 80 mil-
lion query transitions as defined above. For the analysis
described below, we considered only queries and reformula-
tions that appeared at least 10 times in our corpus. Our
analyses used 48,458 queries and 120,914 query transitions.
We then used the top 20 search results for each of the 48
thousand queries and projected them on the URL and the
domain graphs.

4. QUALITY OF SEARCH RESULTS
For predicting the quality of search results, we asked the

following questions: By analyzing the projection of a query
onto the web graph, what can we tell about the quality of the
returned result set? What can we tell about the difficulty of
the query? More specifically, we explored the following two
tasks:

1. Discriminate good (top 20) versus poor (bottom 20)
search result sets.

2. Given a set of results, predict how good the set is, i.e.,
predict the highest human relevancy rating in the set.

We now describe the problem setting and experimental
setup as well as the baseline method.

4.1 Problem definition
We focus on the following general setting: We are given

a query qi with a set of search results Si. Each query qi

belongs to class yi. A class is a categorical value that can
be, as an example, the rating of the most relevant search
result in the set, or an indicator of whether the result set
Si is composed of the top-ranked or bottom-ranked search
results.

We start with Si and project it on both the URL and the
domain graphs (see Section 3.1), create both projection and
connection graphs, and extract the attributes as described in
Section 2.2. This means that we project every query qi onto
two different graphs of the web, and for each projection, we
extract a set of features as defined in table 1. We generate
a case library of training examples qi described with fea-
tures and we learn a model to predict class yi via a machine
learning procedure.

4.2 Experimental setup
For learning the models, we used the WinMine toolkit [3]

that uses the GES algorithm [4] in Bayesian structure search
to learn a Bayesian network. We model the continuous fea-
tures as Gaussians and discrete features with a multinomial
distribution. For all experiments we report the average clas-
sification accuracy over a 10-fold cross validation.

We compare the predictive power of the learned models
with two baseline methods. The first baseline model is the
marginal model, which predicts the most common class. The
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Figure 5: Domain graph projections of good and
poor result sets for query medline.

second baseline algorithm we use is based on a ranking algo-
rithm that uses a large number of textual and global graph
features to rank search results. For the classification tasks,
we learn a threshold on the score to predict the class.

The baseline ranking algorithm we used is RankNet [1], a
supervised machine-learning technique developed to learn a
ranking function. The learning methodology is a neural net
algorithm that optimizes feature weights to best match ex-
plicitly provided pairwise user preferences. Over 350 input
features are used to train RankNet. These features include
various aspects of document content, anchor text features,
and basic hyperlink features. The output of RankNet is used
to rank results. Since the output of RankNet is a combina-
tion of state of the art features for ranking, we use it as a
discriminatory feature that serves as input to the Bayesian-
network classifier. We think this serves as a strong baseline.

4.3 Relative quality of result sets
The first task we consider is the classification of good (top

20) versus poor (bottom 20) result sets. For this task, we
used the explicit relevance judgments described in 3.2. For
each query, we order the search results from best to worst
using the human judgments. We note that this ordering can
be different than the output of the search engine.

We then project the top 20 search results, and bottom
20 results ordered by human judgments onto the URL and
domain graphs, and compute the features described in ta-
ble 1 for the two graphs. We learn a model that can predict,
for a previously unseen query with a set of search results,
whether it is good (top 20) or poor (bottom 20). Given the
average number of judged search results per query, we are
effectively learning to discriminate the top 20 results versus
the search results with ranks 40 to 60. Note that this task
involves predicting the relative quality of results for a given
query. We examine predicting the absolute quality of the
results in the next section.

First, we point to Figure 5 which displays examples of pro-
jections of good and poor result sets for the query medline

on the domain graph. We can see that results in a good set
are tightly clustered, while those in the poor result set are
more spread out, requiring many connection nodes to con-
nect the components of the projection graph. Also notice
that the results marked by humans as most relevant (dark-
est nodes) appear as the central (high-degree) nodes in the
graph (Figure 5(a)). Similarly, Figure 6 shows the good and
poor result sets for the query Wisconsin projected on the
URL graph. The central node in the good result set (panel
a) is one of the search results, whereas in poor set (panel b)
the central node is a derived connector node.

Table 2 shows the results for the task of predicting good
versus poor result sets using several different methods and
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Figure 6: Projections of good and poor result sets
for query Wisconsin projected on the URL graph.

Feature set URL graph Domain graph
Baseline–Marginals 0.50 0.50
Baseline–RankNet 0.74 0.74
GF-PROJ 0.62 0.82
GF-CONN 0.60 0.86
GF-PROJ+GF-CONN 0.87 0.90
GF-ALL 0.88 0.88

Table 2: Classification accuracy for predicting good
versus poor result sets.

feature sets. Results are shown separately for URL and
domain graph projections.

The Baseline–Marginals row displays the classification ac-
curacy of predicting the most common class. Baseline–
RankNet is the second baseline where only the RankNet
score is used for learning. We are using a combination of
about 350 textual features to discriminate the good and
the poor result sets. GF-PROJ uses the 12 features ex-
tracted from the projection graph, GF-CONN uses the 16
connection graph features, GF-PROJ+GF-CONN uses both
of these feature sets (28 features), and GF-ALL refers the
case where all 55 features, most of which are described in
table 1, are used for learning.

We were not surprised to find that RankNet and the new
graphical features outperformed the marginal baseline. The
RankNet output reflects the extent to which human judg-
ments agree with the output of the learned ranking function.
The “GF-” results reflect the extent to which graphical fea-
tures of the results subset are predictive of human relevance
judgments. For the URL graph, the RankNet baseline out-
performs models trained only on projection or connection
graph features, but the models trained on both sets of fea-
tures shows substantial improvement over RankNet (18%
relative improvement). For the domain graph, all models
trained on graphical features outperform RankNet. We ob-
tained the best classification accuracy of 90% when combin-
ing projection and connection graph features. We note that
we obtained higher classification accuracies when project-
ing on the domain graph than for URL projections. This is
likely due to the sparser coverage of the URL graph.

We found interesting the performance of the “GF-” mod-
els, considering only topological features of the web projec-
tions, and bypassing analysis of content matches between
the query and web pages.

Figure 7 shows a simple model learned from the query
projections on the domain graph using the GF-PROJ fea-
ture set. The model has a classification accuracy of 0.82.
The figure shows the decision tree for the output variable
Top 20 vs. Bottom 20. Nodes correspond to input fea-



Figure 7: Learned model for discriminating good
versus poor search result sets based on query pro-
jection on the domain graph.

Feature set URL graph Domain graph
Baseline–Marginals 0.36 0.36
Baseline–RankNet 0.48 0.44
GF-PROJ 0.51 0.53
GF-CONN 0.50 0.52
GF-PROJ+GF-CONN 0.54 0.54
GF-ALL 0.55 0.55

Table 3: Result set quality classification accuracy
for a 6-way classification problem.

tures, and each leaf node shows the probability distribu-
tion for the output variable, which is shown as a histogram.
In this case, the variable has only two possible values; the
green (darker) area indicates the proportion of good (top
20) sets and the grey area poor (bottom 20) sets. Labels
on the edges show the splitting criteria of the parent node
variable, and the numbers in parenthesis show the number
of training examples routed over the edge. The projection
graphs of good result sets (shown as large green (dark) area
of the histograms) have few isolated nodes (low values of
GpDeg0Nodes) and results are coming from a few domains
(low values of GpNodes). On the other hand, poor result
sets have many domains and many isolated nodes.

4.4 Absolute quality of a result set
In the previous section, we considered the problem of dis-

criminating between good and poor result sets. Now we fo-
cus only on top-rated (top 20) results for each query and aim
to predict the absolute quality of a query result set. More
specifically, we label each query with the highest human-
assigned rating for any result in the set. We note that we
could use other measures to summarize the quality of result
sets. The highest human rating is easy to describe and is of
practical importance. Since the human relevance judgments
were on a 6-point scale (Section 3.2), we can examine the
problem at several granularities. Here, we present results
for the 6-class problem (predict top label exactly) and the
2-class problem (predict whether the top label is from the
three highest or three lowest rating categories).

First, we consider the 6-class task of predicting the exact
rating of the highest rated document in the set of top 20
results. Table 3 shows the classification results. For the

Feature set URL graph Domain graph
Baseline–Marginals 0.55 0.55
Baseline–RankNet 0.63 0.60
GF-PROJ 0.80 0.64
GF-CONN 0.79 0.66
GF-PROJ+GF-CONN 0.82 0.69
GF-ALL 0.83 0.71

Table 4: Result set quality classification accuracy
for a binary classification problem.

URL graph, we obtained a 15% relative improvement over
using the RankNet to predict the quality when using all
attributes. For the domain graph the improvement was even
larger, 25%. Note that all methods using any combination
of graphical attributes outperform both baseline methods.

The model (not displayed per space limitations) for the
6-level result set quality classification problem is more com-
plex. The first split of the induced decision tree is on the
node ratio of the projection and connection graphs. If the
connection graph is much larger than the projection graph,
the results are likely to be of poor quality. Moving down the
tree, we see that if maximum degree in a graph is relatively
small, the results are likely to be of medium quality, with
results getting worse as the number of domains in a top 20
set increases. The model revealed that high quality search
result sets are associated with projection nodes with large
degrees, few domains, small domains to URL ratios, and are
well connected.

Next, we examine the same problem at a coarser granular-
ity. The task is to predict whether the set contains a result
with the rating in the top or the bottom half of the 6 point
rating scale. Table 4 shows the classification accuracies for
the classification problem. We note that the difference in
performance between the domain and URL graph projec-
tions increased even further and that the relative increase
in performance over the RankNet baseline increased (31%
for the URL and 18% for the domain graph).

This task is similar to that of discriminating the good ver-
sus poor result sets (as described in Section 4.3). However,
it is also more difficult since we are only working with top
20 results for each query and predicting the absolute quality
of the set. The good versus poor prediction requires only a
relative judgment.

For the task of distinguishing good versus poor result
sets, we found that projections on the domain graph out-
performed the projections on the URL graph. For the case
of predicting the exact quality of a result set, the projections
on the URL graph generally performed better even in cases
where the URL graph has the problems with coverage. This
may be explained by the difference in the goals and repre-
sentation. For good versus poor discriminations, the quality
of the whole set is important and the domain graph likely
represents an appropriate level of abstraction for handling
this challenge. In contrast, the quality of a result set is a
single result (single node) property. Here the domain graph
may be too coarse to capture fine-grained properties of the
high quality nodes (search results). A projection on the
URL graph may be needed to capture necessary properties.

5. QUERY REFORMULATIONS
As a second illustration of the use of web projections,

we explore the learning of models to predict users’ query-



Feature set URL graph Domain graph
Baseline–Marginals 0.54 0.56
GF-PROJ 0.59 0.58
GF-CONN 0.63 0.59
GF-PROJ+GF-CONN 0.63 0.60
GF-ALL 0.71 0.67

Table 5: Classification accuracy of predicting
whether the query is likely to be reformulated.

reformulation behavior and characteristics. Web searchers
often refine their queries one or more times, as they seek in-
formation on the web. Prior research has explored query re-
formulations, considering such issues as the timing and type
of reformulation seen. For example, Lau and Horvitz [16]
build models to predict the likelihood that searchers will
specialize, generalize, or reformulate queries within a search
session, considering the history and timing of actions. Jones
et al. [10] examine substitutions that searchers make to their
queries.

We explore the use of web projections to build models that
predict if and how users reformulate their queries. We used
a set of 48 thousand queries that were reformulated at least
10 times. For every query, we took the top 20 search results
returned by the search engine, and created the query pro-
jection and connection graphs, extracted the graph features,
and trained predictive models.

More specifically, we consider the following tasks:

1. Distinguish queries with high versus low reformulation
probability.

2. Given a transition from query qs to query qd, predict
whether it is a specialization or generalization.

3. Given a query that is likely to be reformulated, predict
whether it is going to be generalized or specialized.

Next, we describe the experimental setup and give more
detailed description of our results and findings.

5.1 Experimental setup
Using the query reformulation data described in Section 3.3,

we defined several binary classification tasks. For each se-
lected query, we took the top 20 search results as returned
by the search engine, projected them on the domain and
URL graphs, and extracted the features. For some of the
tasks, the training datasets were quite imbalanced where one
outcome was significantly more likely than the other. In or-
der to focus on the key discriminations rather than basic
marginal frequencies, we sub-sampled the majority class, so
that both classes had roughly the same number of training
examples.

5.2 Probability of query reformulation
First, we considered the problem of learning whether a

query is likely to be reformulated or not. We split our set
of queries into two classes: queries with high reformulation
probability (pi ≥ 0.6) and queries with low reformulation
probability (pi ≤ 0.15). We selected these values so that the
two classes were about the same size.

Table 5 shows the classification accuracies when project-
ing on URL and domain graphs. We found gradual improve-
ment with increasing the numbers of topological features
under consideration. We also found that cases drawn from

projections on the URL graph provided better performance
than cases generated from projections on the domain graph.
We note the baselines for predicting the most common class
are slightly different between the URL and the domain graph
since we discarded a few queries that produced very small
URL projection graphs.

Examining the model (not shown for brevity) we see that,
queries that are likely to get reformulated come from many
domains, are generally longer than queries that are not re-
formulated, and have relatively high degree (> 4) connec-
tion nodes. Such findings again suggest that queries whose
results are tightly knit together on the web are of higher
quality, given that such queries are less likely to be reformu-
lated. The findings also suggest result sets with central high
degree nodes and a small number of connector nodes are of
higher quality.

In another set of experiments, we explored transitions be-
tween queries. For this task, we took pairs of queries where
there is a strong tendency of transition in only one direction,
and then trained a model that learns whether a given query
is likely to be the transition source or destination. Figure 8
shows two examples of source and destination graphs. Our
models were able to predict whether a given query is a source
or a destination of the transition with an 85% classification
accuracy. The learned model provided insights about the
relationship between topological properties and the likeli-
hood of the direction of a transition. We saw that sources
of query transitions tend to have some isolated nodes, short
query strings, many connected components, and nodes that
lie far apart in the connection graph, which indicates the
returned search results are not satisfactory. In contrast, re-
formulation destinations (especially specializations) tend to
be better connected, and to have higher in-degrees of projec-
tion nodes. Intuitively, these results make sense: a searcher
probably wants to specify a new query if the search results
are somewhat “random”, i.e., are scattered widely around
on the web. The results of this experiment led another ques-
tion, which we explore in the following section.

5.3 Query specialization versus generalization
We have just described how we can reliably learn whether

a given query is the source or destination of a reformula-
tion. Now, we pursue models that can predict the nature
of reformulations. We shall explore in particular whether a
reformulation is likely to be a specialization or a generaliza-
tion of the source query. Given a pair of queries, where qs is
often reformulated into qd, we want to learn characteristics
of projection graphs for queries that are specialized versus
generalized.

For this task, we define query specialization as the addi-
tion of more words to an existing query, and similarly de-
fine generalization as removing words from the query (richer
characterizations have been considered Lau and Horvitz [16]
and by Jones et al. [10].) Given the query transition data, we
extracted all pairs of queries where a specialization or gen-
eralization transition had occurred at least 10 times. Then
we separately projected the source qs and the destination
query qd and extracted the features. We created transition
features by simply taking the difference of the corresponding
feature values: Fi(qs) − Fi(qd), where Fi() denotes ith fea-
ture. Note that in this experiment we do not use the query
text attributes (length of the query string) as it would be
possible to directly identify the type of transition by the
change in the length of the query.
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Figure 8: Sources and destinations of query transitions. Projections (a) and (b) show an example of a
generalization from query free house plans to the query house plans. Projections (c) and (d) show the
specialization from strawberry shortcake to strawberry shortcake pictures. Notice how the reformulated queries
result in more connected graphs and bring result nodes into the center.

Feature set URL graph Domain graph
Baseline–Marginals 0.50 0.50
GF-PROJ 0.71 0.84
GF-CONN 0.69 0.83
GF-PROJ+GF-CONN 0.71 0.85
GF-ALL 0.80 0.87

Table 6: Classification accuracy of predicting
whether a given query transition is a specialization
or a generalization.

We show the classification performance in Table 6. Here,
using only the projection graph features performs slightly
better than using solely the connection graph features. We
see consistent increases in performance by combining the
projection graph and derived features. We obtain the best
accuracy of 87% using projections on the domain graph and
all features for learning the predictive models.

The learned decision tree for predicting reformulation us-
ing GF-PROJ+GF-CONN features with projections on the
URL graph is displayed in Figure 9. Note that the splitting
criteria (e.g., GpComponents) here are not the values of the
attributes but rather the changes in attribute values, i.e.,
the difference in the attribute values of the source and the
destination of the transition. The model shows that query
specializations are characterized by the decrease in the num-
ber of connected components of projection graph (first split
of the tree). It also shows that the number of nodes and
edges in the projection graph increases for generalizations.
For specializations, we see that the number of isolated nodes
decreases, results are gathered in few connected components,
and the size of largest connected component is increases,
while the number of connector nodes decreases. These re-
sults correspond with the intuition that, when a query is
generalized, the list of results will get richer and more di-
verse. The findings revealed in the learned models suggest
that the projection graphs associated with generalizations
are sparser and less connected than those associated with
specializations, where the projection is likely to be more
concentrated, denser, requiring fewer connector nodes.

It may seem that the results here do not go along with
those in section 5.2, where we find characteristics of query
projection graphs that lead to query reformulation, i.e. learn
characteristics of badly formulated queries and transitions as
query is formulated. On contrary, we see here that in gen-
eral specializations narrow down the search, while general-
izations tend to lead to higher diversity and larger coverage.

Figure 9: Model learned on URL graph projections
for predicting whether transitions between queries
are generalizations or specializations.

5.4 Predicting type of query reformulation
Finally, we examine the type of reformulation associated

with a query. We seek to predict whether it is more likely
to see specific queries generalized or specialized, and how
this reflects on the properties of the query projections. For
this task, we learn models that consider specific properties
of queries that are reformulated in a certain way. Again, we
do not use the features derived from the query string (length
of the query, number of words, etc.) as the change in the
length of the query provides information about the type of
reformulation.

Table 7 gives the classification performance for these mod-
els. We found that the performance of models learned from
cases generated from the URL and domain graph projec-
tions is about the same. The projection graphs provided
models with better performance than those using only the
features of connection graph. Using all features, we obtained
a classification performance of 78%.

The learned probabilistic decision tree model shows that
the most discriminatory property for this task is the maxi-
mum degree of a node in the projection graph. If the max-
imum degree is low, the query is likely to be specialized. If
there is no central node in the projection graph, the user



Feature set URL graph Domain graph
Baseline–Marginals 0.50 0.50
GF-PROJ 0.71 0.68
GF-CONN 0.62 0.65
GF-PROJ+GF-CONN 0.70 0.68
GF-ALL 0.78 0.76

Table 7: Classification accuracy of predicting
whether a reformulation will likely lead to a spe-
cialization or generalization.

will likely specialize the query. On the other hand, gener-
alizations occur when the largest connected component of
projection graph is large (more than 10 nodes, for the top
20 results) and where nodes are close together (low average
path length in connector graph).

6. RELATED WORK
In prior research, investigators have explored the use of

query terms to identify properties and relationships among
specific parts of the web graph. In the HITS work by Klein-
berg [13], eigenvectors are used to identify authoritative
nodes using the notion of focused subgraphs defined by a
query and associated links, and mutually reinforcing hubs
and authorities. The work is similar to ours in that it ex-
tracts and operates on a query-defined subset of the web
graph. In contrast to methods we have presented, HITS
calculates a single property of a node (the corresponding
component of the 1st singular vector of graph adjacency ma-
trix), which is used to rank search results. We use a much
wider range of graphical features that characterize whole
subgraphs.

Variants of PageRank that work with subgraphs of the
web have also been explored in prior research. This work
includes explorations of domain-specific or person-specific
PageRank [8, 24], and on the use of non-random jump vec-
tors for personalization [9]. Related work on identifying web
spam has examined methods for propagating from trusted-
pages [27]. Recent work by Nie et al. [19] focused on eigen-
vectors or counts to set node priors.

In the content domain, Cronen-Townsend et al. [5] have
looked at techniques for predicting the quality of results
(what they call query difficulty) by computing the entropy
between the language model for the results and the collec-
tion as a whole, but they do not consider any graphical
properties. Several efforts have combined links and content
in different ways. For example, Charkrabarti et al. [2] use
link information on classes of neighbors to improve text clas-
sification accuracy of a target page. Dean and Henzinger [6]
use links and content to find related pages, making use of
information about the simple existence of links, rather than
the rich topological characteristics of subgraphs that we rep-
resent and exploit. There has been research on consider-
ing multiple objectives, for example examining relationships
among papers, authors, and institutions. In this work, re-
lationships have been computed globally, based on one or
more sets of similarity measures [28, 20].

Related work also includes research on citation analysis,
including Garfield’s early work on the impact factor [7], and
later refinements by Pinski and Narin [22]. Vassilvitskii
and Brill have recently explored the use of distance (and
direction) in the web graph for relevance feedback in web
search [25]. Minkov et al. [18] have examined contextual

search and name disambiguation in email messages using
graphs, employing random walks on graphs to disambiguate
names. In the context of machine learning on graphs, re-
searchers have sought to predict the labels of vertices in a
graph, given the known labels of vertices in training data [14,
17]. A similar formulation has recently been explored in the
context of kernel methods [12], and approaches based on
extracting subgraphs as features [15].

In contrast to previous efforts, we examine a broad set of
graph-theoretic properties of subgraphs, rather than, for ex-
ample, only examining a single feature such as the eigenvalue
associated with individual nodes. The richer characteriza-
tion of the topological properties of subgraphs as a whole—
or of individual nodes relative to the subgraph—allows us to
investigate the discriminability of multiple features, to learn
models for diverse classification goals, and, more generally,
to provide useful analytical tools for exploring the web.

7. SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS
We presented a methodology for learning predictive mod-

els and attributes from a rich set of topological characteris-
tics of sets of web pages, based on their projection on the
larger web graph. First, we considered patterns of connec-
tivity among the set of pages returned as search results by
projecting them onto the web graph, and analyzed the topo-
logical properties of the induced subgraphs. Using these
graph-theoretic features, we performed machine learning to
build classifiers that discriminate good and poor sets of re-
sults. Then, we learned models that predict user behavior
when reformulating queries, including whether queries are
likely to be reformulated, and the nature of the reformula-
tion. The experimental results for the two problem domains
highlight the potential value of employing contextual sub-
graphs for understanding search-related tasks.

The web-projection method is scalable as demonstrated
by the sizes of datasets used in our analyses. Calculating the
graph features is fast since projected graphs are fairly small.
The most computationally expensive operation is obtaining
the query connection graph. Here a shortest-path algorithm
is performed to connect the components of query projection
graph. If the components are far apart and the graph is
densely linked, the shortest-path algorithm will have to tra-
verse most of the graph. In rare cases, this problem arises in
the domain graph and, the algorithm can take up a minute
to complete. On average, however, less than three seconds
were required to project a query and produce the projection
and connection graphs. In case of URL graph, which is not
as densely connected, we did not see visible delays in the
production of the graph projections.

The method of projecting sets of results on the under-
lying graph of the web and then using machine learning
with graph-theoretic features can be applied in many set-
tings. For example, prior work has noted that spam web
pages have distinct linkage patterns. We can use the web-
projection method to identify either sets of results that are
likely to contain many spam pages, or more specifically to
identify pages that are likely to be spam (using graphical
features of individual nodes as we will discuss next).

Applying our ideas to enhance ranking is especially inter-
esting as it involves looking at features of individual nodes
relative to a subset, which is interesting and has wider appli-
cability than ranking itself. There are several ways one could
approach this opportunity. One of the approaches we have
been pursuing considers the inclusion of additional node-



centric features from the projection and connection graphs,
including those describing the position of the node with re-
gard to the rest of the graph. These node-centric features
can then be used to train existing ranking algorithms (e.g.,
RankNet). Another application of our work is to discover
missing human relevance scores. Given a projection graph
where we have human relevance judgments for a few nodes,
we would like to predict the judgments that would be as-
signed to the rest of the nodes.

Another promising direction for research is exploring the
role of the connector nodes. We used these nodes to connect
disconnected components of the projection graph. How-
ever, we observed that the connector nodes often become
hubs holding the network together. As an example, see Fig-
ure 5(b) where the central connector node is a hub. How-
ever, there are also cases where no such patterns emerge,
(e.g., Figure 6(b)). To explore these questions, a better
understanding of the quality of our heuristics to connect
components of projection graph is needed. In the anal-
yses described, we used a greedy heuristic that randomly
chooses connections from the set of competing paths of the
same length. We do not yet understand the sensitivity this
heuristic in the overall procedure for selecting nodes.

With regard to modeling users and their queries, we are
excited about exploring clusters of queries and query tran-
sitions based on graphical properties of their projection and
connection graphs. The rich evidential patterns provided by
graph-theoretic features promise to be valuable in describing
different characteristics of queries, determining the classes of
queries, and mapping query transitions to these classes.

One could also apply the ideas for modeling web searchers’
behaviors in other ways. Web projections might be used
to construct predictive models that infer paths that the
searchers will likely take when reformulating a query from
an initial query. Predictive models could be used to suggest
likely query reformulations, specializations, generalizations
and avoid transitions that would not likely lead to good sets
of results, as captured by the graphical properties of projec-
tions associated with the sets.

Other applications include using the graph projections to
explore the dynamics and evolution of the web, where mod-
els learned from features capturing topology and topological
dynamics could help us to understand how sites and pages
that created or removed over time relate to the rest of the
web. Such models promise to be valuable in predicting the
conceptual links and quality of new content and sites.

We believe that the represented work captures a starting
point with the use of web projections. We found that the
methods complement existing textual and graphical analyses
and provoke tantalizing questions and interesting directions
for future research in web search and retrieval, including ef-
forts on enhancing result quality and on better understand-
ing and supporting human behavior. We hope that the ideas
will be of value to others pursuing insights about the nature
and use of graphical properties of the web.
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